
PHX Architecture to Host O’Connor House Art Benefit 

Written by Christina Silvestri

For the first time in 35 years, a collection of works from internationally-acclaimed artists Beth Ames Swartz, Hunt Slonem and Wolf
Kahn will be available for public viewing and purchase.

Todi Birds by Hunt Slonem

From Tuesday, March 18th through Saturday, March 22nd, PHX Architecture will host an Art Benefit and Sale available to the public. Art dealer
and collector John Rothschild will showcase pieces from his 35-year-old private collection, while his wife, artist Beth Ames Swartz, will debut 12
new pieces of her own, specifically for the event. 

Understory I by Wolf Kahn

A portion of all proceeds from the weeklong event will benefit O’Connor House, a nonprofit that works to continue retired Supreme Court Justice
Sandra Day O’Connor’s lifetime commitment to solving important social, economic and political problems through civil dialogue and civic
action.

A proud Patron Circle Member of O’Connor House, PHX Architecture provides dynamic architectural services for traditional and contemporary
residential projects, unique commercial, hospitality, restaurant, and clubhouse facilities throughout the United States.82“In residential and
commercial projects we design spaces that can accommodate art, this time we get to turn our own office into a temporary gallery, creating an
opportunity for people to purchase art from this exclusive private collection benefitting O’Connor House,” said Nikal Conti, Principal at PHX
Architecture.

“In residential and commercial projects we design spaces that can accommodate art, this time we get to turn our own office into a temporary
gallery, creating an opportunity for people to purchase art from this exclusive private collection benefitting O’Connor House,” said Nikal Conti,
Principal at PHX Architecture.

Renewed, Transfigured, in another Pattern by Beth Ames Swartz

PHX Architecture will also host an invite-only preview Monday, March 17, where Justice Sandra Day O’Connor herself will be in attendance,
along with guests of O’Connor House, PHX Architecture, and John Rothschild and Beth Ames Swartz. 

For those interested in viewing and purchasing the art, please contact PHX Architecture at 480-477-1111 or chelseac@phxarch.com to arrange
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a private viewing appointment with John Rothschild and Beth Ames Swartz. 

To preview the gallery visit www.oconnorart.org

PHX Architecture
7507 E. McDonald Drive, Suite B
Scottsdale, AZ 85250
http://www.phxarch.com
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